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Abstract
This paper extends the known characterization of interpolation and sampling
sequences for Bergman spaces to the mixed-norm spaces. The Bergman spaces have
conformal invariance properties not shared by the mixed-norm spaces. As a result,
different techniques of proof were required.
1 Introduction
1.1 The mixed-norm spaces
For a function f analytic in the unit disc D “ tz P C : |z| ă 1u, the integral means are
defined by
Mppr, fq “
„
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|p dθ
1{p
, 0 ă p ă 8, (1)
and
M8pr, fq “ max
θ
|fpreiθq|.
For 0 ă p ă 8, 0 ă q ă 8, the mixed-norm space App, qq is the set of functions f
analytic in D with
‖f‖Lpp,qq “
„ż 1
0
Mppr, fqq2r dr
1{q
“
«ż 1
0
ˆ
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|p dθ
˙q{p
2r dr
ff1{q
ă 8.
(2)
If f P App, qq, we write ‖f‖App,qq for ‖f‖Lpp,qq.
∗Sections 1–3 of this paper are taken from the Ph.D. dissertation of the first author [11] under the
direction of the second author. Section 4 on sampling was completed later.
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If p “ q, App, qq is the Bergman space Ap:
Ap “
#
f analytic in D : ‖f‖Ap “
ˆż
D
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙1{p
ă 8
+
. (3)
For 0 ă p, q ă 8, App, qq are invariant complete metric spaces with the metric
dpf, gq “ ‖f ´ g‖sApp,qq , where s “ minpp, q, 1q. (4)
If 1 ď p and 1 ď q, ‖.‖App,qq is a norm and pApp, qq, ‖.‖q becomes a Banach space.
We are also interested in two other spaces which are related to the mixed-norm space.
The first one is the growth space A´n pn ą 0q, which is the set of functions f analytic in D
with
‖f‖´n “ sup
zPD
p1´ |z|2qn|fpzq| ă 8. (5)
The second one is the weighted Bergman space Apα p0 ă p ă 8, α ą ´1q, which consists of
functions f analytic in D with
‖f‖p,α “
"ż
D
|fpzq|pp1´ |z|2qαdApzq
*1{p
ă 8. (6)
Note that Ap “ Ap0. Also note that some authors use that convention that Apα is equal
to what we would call Apαp´1.
1.2 Definitions of interpolation sequences
Let A be a space of functions on Ω, X a sequence space and Γ ” pzmq Ă Ω a sequence
that has no limit points in Ω. Denote by RΓ the mapping f ÞÑ pfpzmqq. We say Γ is
an interpolation sequence for pA,Xq if RΓpAq “ X. In other words, Γ is an interpolation
sequence for pA,Xq if pfpzmqq P X for all f P A and for every sequence pamq P X, there is
a function f P A such that fpzmq “ am for every m.
If A “ App, qq, we let the sequence space X to be lp,q defined as folows:
Let β “ 1{L for some integer L ě 2 and set rj “ 1 ´ βj, j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . Let us divide
the unit disc D into annuli Aj “ tz P C : rj ď |z| ă rj`1u. Also divide each annulus Aj by
means of equally spaced radii into 2Lj equal ‘polar rectangles’ Qj,k “ tz “ riθ : rj ď r ă
rj`1, pk ´ 1qβjpi ď θ ă kβjpiu.
We now arrange Γ such that
|z1| ď |z2| ď . . . ă 1.
For each annulus Aj, let Lj be the number of points of Γ in Aj (necessarily finite). Number
the points of Γ by zj,k such that zj,k P Aj, k “ 1, 2, . . . , Lj and |zj,k| ă |zj1,k1 | if j ă j1.
Specifically, pzj,kq is a doubly indexed sequence defined by
zj,k “ zm if m “ k `
jÿ
i“0
Li. (7)
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Unless specified otherwise, every doubly indexed sequence from now on is numbered ac-
cording to (7).
Now let pamq be a sequence in C and let paj,kq be its doubly indexed sequence defined
in the same manner, i.e. aj,k “ am if m “ k ` řji“0 Li. Let us define a sequence space
lp,qpΓq to consist of all sequence pamq with
‖pamq‖lp,qpΓq ” ‖paj,kq‖lp,qpΓq “
$&% 8ÿ
j“0
p1´ rjq1`q{p
˜
Ljÿ
k“1
|aj,k|p
¸q{p,.-
1{q
ă 8. (8)
The sequence space lp,q is now used for interpolation for App, qq. We say Γ is an interpolation
sequence for App, qq if RΓpApp, qqq “ lp,q.
We also require the definitions of interpolation sequences for A´n and Apα. The corre-
sponding sequence spaces are l8´npΓq and lpαpΓq defined by
l8´npΓq “
"
pamq Ă C : ‖pamq‖´n,Γ “ sup
m
p1´ |zm|2qn|am| ă 8
*
, (9)
lpαpΓq “
#
pamq Ă C : ‖pamq‖pp,α,Γ “
ÿ
m
|am|pp1´ |zm|2qα`2 ă 8
+
. (10)
Thus we say Γ is an interpolation sequence for A´n if RΓpA´nq “ l8´npΓq and Γ is an
interpolation sequence for Apα if RΓpApαq “ lpαpΓq.
1.3 Uniformly Discrete Sequences
Recall that for 0 ă p, q ă 8, App, qq and lp,q are invariant complete metric spaces with the
metric dpx, yq “ ‖x´ y‖s, s “ minpp, q, 1q. Let Γ “ pzmq be an interpolation sequence for
App, qq. A simple verification shows that the mapping RΓ : f ÞÑ pfpzmqq has closed graph
and hence is bounded from App, qq into lp,q. Since Γ is an interpolation sequence, RΓ is
also onto. The open mapping theorem implies that there exists the smallest constant MpΓq
such that for every pamq P lp,q, there is an f P App, qq satisfying fpzmq “ am for all m and
‖f‖App,qq ďM ‖pamq‖lp,q . M is called the interpolation constant of Γ for App, qq.
Interpolation sequences are not too dense anywhere. In fact, a necessary condition for
interpolation is being uniformly discrete. A sequence Γ ” pzmq Ă D is said to be uniformly
discrete with separation constant δ if
δ :“ inftρpzn, zmq : n ‰ mu ą 0 (11)
where ρpz, wq is the pseudohyperbolic distance between two points in D given by
ρpz, wq “ |z ´ w||1´ w¯z| . (12)
We also denote the pseudohyperbolic disk of radius r centered at z by
Epz, rq “ tζ P D : ρpz, ζq ă ru. (13)
The following results on uniformly discrete sequences were proved in [3, Chapter 2]:
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Proposition 1. Suppose that Γ “ pzmq is a uniformly discrete sequence with ρpzn, zmq ě
δ ą 0 for m ‰ n. Let npΓ, z, rq denote the number of points in ΓX Epz, rq. Then
1.
8ÿ
m“1
p1´ |zm|2q2 ď 4
δ2
.
2. npΓ, z, rq ď `2
δ
` 1˘2 1
1´ r2 for every point z P D and 0 ă r ă 1. In particular,
npΓ, z, rq “ O
ˆ
1
1´ r
˙
.
1.4 Seip’s theorems and their extensions
In [14], Seip characterizes sets of sampling and interpolation for A´n via certain densities
which are equivalent to the Korenblum’s densities in [7]. In order to state the results, we
require several definitions.
For 0 ă s ă 1, let npΓ, ζ, sq be the number of points of Γ contained in Epζ, sq. Define,
for Γ uniformly discrete,
F pΓ, ζ, rq “
ż r
0
npΓ, ζ, sq ds
2
ż r
0
apEp0, sqq ds
(14)
where
apΩq “
ż
Ω
1
p1´ |z|2q2 dApzq
is the hyperbolic measure of a measurable subset Ω of D.
The lower and upper uniform densities are defined, respectively, to be
D´pΓq “ lim inf
rÑ1 infζPDF pΓ, ζ, rq (15)
and
D`pΓq “ lim sup
rÑ1
sup
ζPD
F pΓ, ζ, rq. (16)
The densities can be reformulated as
D´pΓq “ lim inf
rÑ1 infζP D
ÿ
1{2ăρpζ,znqăr
log
1
ρpζ, znqˆ
log
1
1´ r
˙ , (17)
D`pΓq “ lim sup
rÑ1
sup
ζP D
ÿ
1{2ăρpζ,znqăr
log
1
ρpζ, znqˆ
log
1
1´ r
˙ . (18)
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The following theorems were proved in [14]. (The definition of sampling sequence occurs
in section 4.)
Theorem 2. A sequence Γ of distinct points in D is a set of sampling for A´n if and only
if it contains a uniformly discrete subsequence Γ1 for which D´pΓ1q ą n.
Theorem 3. A sequence Γ of distinct points in D is a set of interpolation for A´n if and
only if Γ is uniformly discrete and D`pΓq ă n.
Theorem 3 was extended to the Bergman space Ap p0 ă p ă 8q and the weighted
Bergman space Apα p0 ă p ă 8, α ą ´1q. The proofs can be found in [3], [12] and [6].
Theorem 4. A sequence Γ of distinct points in D is a set of sampling for Apα if and only
if it contains a uniformly discrete subsequence Γ1 for which D´pΓ1q ą p1` αq{p.
Theorem 5. A sequence Γ of distinct points in D is a set of interpolation for Apα if and
only if Γ is uniformly discrete and D`pΓq ă p1` αq{p.
2 Some properties of interpolation sequences for mixed-norm spaces
2.1 Basic properties of mixed norm spaces
Recall that the mixed norm space App, qq consists of analytic functions f in the unit disk
with
‖f‖App,qq “
«ż 1
0
ˆ
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|p dθ
˙q{p
2r dr
ff1{q
ă 8.
It is easy to check that App, qq is an invariant metric space with the metric
dpf, gq :“ ‖f ´ g‖sApp,qq (19)
where s “ minpp, q, 1q. If p, q ą 1, pApp, qq, ‖.‖App,qqq is a normed linear space.
The following results can be found in [5] and [1]:
Proposition 6.
1. Let 0 ă p, q ă 8 and f P App, qq, then for all z P D:
|fpzq| ď C ‖f‖App,qq p1´ |z|q´p1{p`1{qq (20)
for some constant C independent of f .
2. If d is the metric defined in (19), then pApp, qq, dq is an invariant, complete metric
space and pApp, qq, ‖.‖App,qqq is a Banach space if p, q ě 1.
3. If p, q ą 1 and 1{p ` 1{p1 “ 1, 1{q ` 1{q1 “ 1, then there is a continuous linear
isomorphism of App1, q1q onto the dual space of App, qq.
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2.2 Discrete versions of mixed norms
Let f be analytic in D. Then |f |p is subharmonic for any p ą 0. This implies that the
integral means
Mppf, rq “
ˆ
1
2pi
ż pi
´pi
|fpreiθq|p dθ
˙1{p
are increasing function of r. Let us adopt the notations An, rn, β, L, Ln, Qn,k used in Sec-
tion 1.2. The norm ‖f‖qApp,qq can then be replaced with a summation
‖f‖qApp,qq “
8ÿ
n“1
ż rn
rn´1
Mppf, rqq 2r dr.
If rn´1 ă r ă rn ă r1 ă rn`1, then
Mppf, rqp ďMppf, r1qp.
Integrate this inequality with respect to 2r1 dr1 from rn to rn`1 to get
pr2n`1 ´ r2nqMppf, rqp ď
ż rn`1
rn
Mppf, r1qq 2r1 dr1 ď 1
pi
ż
An`1
|fpzq|p dApzq.
This gives
Mppf, rqp ď 1|An`1|
ż
An`1
|fpzq|p dApzq
where absolute bars indicate the area of a set. We can now raise both sides to the power
q{p and integrate with respect to 2r dr from rn´1 to rn:ż rn
rn´1
Mppf, rqq 2r dr ď pr2n ´ r2n´1q
ˆ
1
|An`1|
ż
An`1
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙q{p
ď 2βn´1
ˆ
1
|An`1|
ż
An`1
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙q{p
.
A similar argument but integrating first in r and then r1 givesż rn`1
rn
Mppf, rqq 2r dr ě pr2n`1 ´ r2nq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
An
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙q{p
ě βnp1´ βq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
An
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙q{p
.
Summing both these inequalities gives us (for some constant C depending only on β)
8ÿ
n“2
1´ rn
C
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
An
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙q{p
ď ‖f‖qApp,qq
ď
8ÿ
n“1
Cp1´ rnq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
An
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙q{p
.
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Since Mppf, rq is increasing, the integral of |f |p over A1 is less than a constant times the
integral over A2 and so we can include n “ 1 in the sum on the left, provided we increase
the constant C. Thus we obtain the following new norm
~f~qApp,qq “
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ rnq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
An
|fpzq|p dApzq
˙q{p
. (21)
which is equivalent to the usual norm ‖f‖App,qq (that is ~f~ ď C ‖f‖ and ‖f‖ ď C ~f~ for
some constant C depending only on β).
The integral over the annulus An can be written as a sum (on k) of integrals over Qn,k:
~f~qApp,qq “
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ rnq
˜
1
|An|
Lnÿ
k“1
ż
Qn,k
|fpzq|p dApzq
¸q{p
.
Or, since |An| “ 2Ln|Qn,k|:
~f~qApp,qq “
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ rnq
˜
L´n
2
Lnÿ
k“1
1
|Qn,k|
ż
Qn,k
|fpzq|p dApzq
¸q{p
.
Or, since L´n “ βn “ 1´ rn:
~f~qApp,qq “
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ rnq
˜
1´ rn
2
Lnÿ
k“1
1
|Qn,k|
ż
Qn,k
|fpzq|p dApzq
¸q{p
. (22)
We will need to a few properties of the set Qn,k, especially in connection with the pseudo-
hyperbolic metric ρ, defined by
ρpz, wq ” |z ´ w||1´ w¯z| (for z, w P D)
and the associated hyperbolic disks defined by
Epz, Rq ” tw : ρpz, wq ă Ru
Epz, Rq ” tw : ρpz, wq ď Ru
Theorem 7. There exist constants 0 ă r ă R ă 1 depending only on β such that
1. For every pair pn, kq, if z P Qn,k then Qn,k Ă Epz,Rq
2. For every pair pn, kq, there exists z P Qn,k with Epz, rq Ă Qn,k.
Let us denote by rβ the largest possible r and Rβ the smallest possible R from this
theorem. Let z˜n,k denote the z from statement 2 for r “ rβ and let zn,k denote the
Euclidean center of En,k ” Epz˜n,k, rβq.
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A fairly easy estimate of the areas involved show that there are constants C1 and C2
depending only on β such that for all pairs pn, kq
|En,k| ď |Qn,k| ď C1|En,k|
and for any z P Qn,k
|Qn,k| ď |Epz,Rβq| ď C2|Qn,k|.
Then we have the estimate, for every analytic function f :
|fpzn,kq|p ď 1|En,k|
ż
En,k
|f |p dA ď C1|Qn,k|
ż
Qn,k
|f |p dA.
Note also that for any z P An we have
1
C
ď 1´ |z|
2
1´ rn ď C (23)
for some constant C depending only on β. And so for any f in App, qq,¨˝
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ rnq
˜
Lnÿ
k“1
p1´ |zn,k|2q|fpzn,kq|p
¸q{p‚˛1{q ď C ~f~App,qq ď C ‖f‖App,qq (24)
for some constant C “ Cpβq. This show that evaluation at the points of the sequence pzn,kq
is a bounded map from App, qq into lp,qppzn,kqq. This result is also true for a uniformly
discrete sequence Γ “ pzmq ” pzn,kq (pzn,kq is defined as in Section 1.2). Proposition 1
implies that there is an upper bound M on the number of points of Γ in any Qn,k. So, if
Γ is uniformly discrete then it is the union of at most M sequences each of which has at
most one point in any Qn,k.
Theorem 8. If Γ “ tzm P Du “ tzn,k P D : n ě 1, 1 ď k ď Lnu is uniformly discrete then
the operator RΓ taking f to pfpzn,kqq is bounded from App, qq to lp,qpΓq.
Proof. By the remarks preceding the theorem, we can suppose that there is at most one
point of Γ in each Qn,k. If zn,k P ΓXQn,k, let it be the Euclidean center of a disk En,k with
hyperbolic radius rβ. En,k needs not be contained in Qn,k, but if it intersects the boundary
of Qn,k then it is contained in the union of those Qn1,k1 that are adjacent to the part of
the boundary intersected. This union contains at most one additional Qn,k1 in the same
annulus An as Qn,k and at most L ` 1 additional Qn`1,k1 in the next annulus An`1 (or at
most 2 additional Qn´1,k1 in the previous annulus An´1). Thus
|fpzn,kq|p ď 1|En,k|
ż
En,k
|f |p dA ď C
ÿ
Qn1,k1XDn,k‰H
1
|Qn1,k1 |
ż
Qn1,k1
|f |p dA
It is now easy to see from 22 that ‖f‖lp,qpΓq is less than a finite multiple of ~f~App,qq.
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2.3 Necessity of separation
One might wonder why lp,q is chosen to be the target space for interpolation. It turns
out that relatively mild assumptions on A and X force an interpolation sequence Γ to be
uniformly discrete. Moreover, Theorem 8 shows that if Γ ” pzkq is uniformly discrete then
RΓpApp, qqq Ă lp,q with RΓpfq “ pfpzkqq. This suggests we choose lp,q for the interpolation
problem. We now turn to the proofs of these assertions.
Let Γ “ tzk : k “ 1, 2, 3, . . .u Ă D. Let us define Mapzq “ pa ´ zq{p1 ´ a¯zq. Let epkq
denote the sequence having a 1 in position k and 0 elsewhere. Let Pk be the operator of
projection onto the kth component: if w “ pwjq then Pkpwq “ wkepkq.
Theorem 9. Let A be a Banach space of analytic functions on D and Γ a sequence of
distinct points in D. Let X be a Banach space of sequences, the sequences being indexed the
same as Γ. Let RΓ be the operator that takes functions to sequences via RΓpfqk “ fpzkq.
Assume the following:
1. For every k, the sequence epkq belongs to X.
2. For every k, Pk takes X continuously into X and supk ‖Pk‖ ă 8.
3. There is a constant CA such that for any k, if f P A and fpzkq “ 0, then f{Mzk P A
and ‖f{Mzk‖A ď CA ‖f‖A.
4. Covergence in A implies pointwise convergence on Γ.
If the operator RΓ satisfies RΓpAq “ X, then Γ is uniformly discrete.
Proof. Condition 2 and 4 imply that RΓ has closed graph and so is bounded. Since it is
also onto we can apply the open mapping principle to obtain an interpolation constant K:
every sequence w P X is RΓf for some f P A with ‖f‖A ď K ‖w‖X .
Let zk, zn P Γ, k ‰ n. The assumptions imply that the sequence w “ Mznpzkqepkq
belongs to X. Let f P A with ‖f‖A ď K ‖w‖X . Since f vanishes at zn we have g “
f{Mzn P A. Note that gpzkq “ 1, and so PkpRΓpgqq “ epkq. Then we have the following
inequalities:∥∥epkq∥∥ ď C1 ‖RΓpgq‖ ď C2 ‖g‖ ď C3 ‖f‖ ď C4 ‖w‖ “ C4|Mznpzkq|∥∥epkq∥∥ ,
where C1 “ supk ‖Pk‖ , C2 “ C1 ‖RΓ‖ , C3 “ CAC2, and C4 “ KC3. We immediately
obtain ρpzk, znq “ |Mznpzkq| ě 1{C4.
Certainly, lp,qpΓq satisfies the requirements. It is not immediately obvious that App, qq
satisfies condition 3. We address that in the next result.
Corollary 10. Interpolation sequences for App, qq are uniformly discrete.
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Proof. We will show that App, qq satisfies condition 3 of the previous theorem. Let f vanish
at a fixed zk. Consider the disk D “ Dpzk, 1{2q “ tz : |Mzkpzq ă 1{2u and let g “ f{Mzk .
On the complement of this disk it is clear that |g| ă 2|f |. It will be enough to show that
‖g‖App,qq ď ‖gχDzD‖Lpp,qq for any analytic function g, where the constant C does not depend
on zk. For this it suffices to show that
‖gχD‖ ď
∥∥gχDzD∥∥ .
The proof of this is essentially a sort of maximum principle. Its proof would be a great
deal easier if we were able to use a conformal map to turn integral centered around zk to
integrals centered around 0.
We consider the equivalent norm ~.~ on App, qq obtained in Section 2.2. Let D1 be the
slightly larger disk with pseudohyperbolic radius
1{2` 1{2
1` p1{2qp1{2q “ 4{5. If we choose the
parameter β appropriately, we can arrange for D1 to overlap at most two annuli An. For
simplicity, let us temporarily assume that D1 is contained in exactly one annulus An. We
did not extend the new norm to all of Lp,q, but it is clear that we can apply it to any
measurable function, though it needs not always be finite. In the case gχD we get a single
nonzero term in the infinite sum:
~gχD~qApp,qq “ p1´ rnq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
D
|g|p dA
˙q{p
.
It is relatively straightforward to show that
ş
D
|g|p dA ď C ş
D1zD |g|p dA (conformally map
to the disks of radius 1/2 and 4/5 centered at 0, use polar coordinates and the fact that
the integral on circles increases as the radius increases). This gives us
~gχD~qApp,qq ď Cp1´ rnq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
D1zD
|g|p dA
˙q{p
ď Cp1´ rnq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
AnzD
|g|p dA
˙q{p
ď C
ÿ
n
p1´ rnq
ˆ
1
|An|
ż
An
|gχDzD|p dA
˙q{p
“ C gχDzDqApp,qq .
If D1 overlaps two annuli An´1 and An, then the second line can be replaced by a sum of
two terms.
So we established that App, qq satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9. Now if Γ is an
interpolation sequence for App, qq, i.e. RΓpApp, qqq “ lp,qpΓq, then Γ is uniformly discrete
thanks to Theorem 9.
2.4 Stability under perturbation
A property of interpolation sequences is their stability under (hyperbolically) small pertur-
bations. We start with the following lemma:
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Lemma 11. Let Γ “ pzmq and Γ1 “ pz1mq be two sequences in D with no limits in D such
that ρpzm, z1mq ă δ for all m. If δ is sufficiently small; then for every sequence pamq in
lp,qpΓq, pamq also belongs in lp,qpΓ1q.
Proof. First, for a, b, c ą 0 and α ą 0, a simple application of Holder’s and Minkowski’s
inequalities gives us
pa` b` cqα ď Cαpaα ` bα ` cαq (25)
where Cα “ maxt1, 3α´1u.
Second, since z1m P Epzm, δq, |zm ´ z1m| ă 2R where
R “ δp1´ |zm|
2q
1´ δ2|zm|2
is the Euclidean radius of the hyperbolic disk Epzm, δq. This gives us
|zm ´ z1m| ă 2δp1´ |zm|
2q
1´ δ2|zm|2 ă
4δ
1´ δ2 p1´ |zm|q. (26)
Thus for δ ă 1{20:
|zm ´ z1m| ă 4δ1´ δ2 p1´ |zm|q ă
1
4
p1´ |zm|q.
Now let pzj,kq be the doubly indexed sequence of pzmq defined as in (7). Since rj ă |zj,k| ă
rj`1 and 1´ rj “ βj, we have
|zm ´ z1m| ă 14p1´ rjq ă
βprj ´ rj´1q
4p1´ βq .
It follows that z1m P Aj´1 Y Aj Y Aj`1. This and inequality (25) imply
‖pamq‖qlp,qpΓ1q ď 3β´p1`q{pqCq{p ‖pamq‖qlp,qpΓq ă 8. (27)
Hence, pamq is also a sequence in lp,qpΓ1q.
The following theorem shows that if Γ is an interpolation sequence for App, qq then a
small perturbation on Γ still results in an interpolation sequence for App, qq. The proof is
taken after Lemma 1.9 in [6] and Theorem 5.1 in [8], save a few minor changes to work for
mixed-norm spaces.
Theorem 12. For 0 ă p, q ă 8, let Γ “ pumq be an interpolation sequence for App, qq and
pu1mq be another sequence in D. There exists δ ą 0 such that if
ρpum, u1mq ă δ for all m
then Γ1 “ pu1mq is also an interpolation sequence for App, qq.
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Proof. Let pvmq P lp,qpΓ1q. By Lemma 11, pvmq P lp,qpΓq for δ small enough. Denote
u “ pumq, u1 “ pu1mq and v0 “ v. Since u is an interpolation sequence of App, qq, there
exists f0 P App, qq such that f0puq “ v0 (i.e., f0pumq “ vm for all m). Suppose v1 P lp,qpΓq,
take now v1 :“ v0 ´ f0pu1q, f1 P App, qq with f1puq “ v1, and define v2 “ v1 ´ f1pu1q.
An iteration of this construction provides functions fm P App, qq with f0pu1q ` f1pu1q `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` fm´1pu1q ` fmpuq “ v0 “ v. If we can prove that there exists 0 ă γ ă 1 such that
‖vm`1‖ ď γ ‖vm‖ for m “ 0, 1, 2, . . . then
‖fm‖ ďM ‖vm‖ ďMγm
∥∥v0∥∥ ,
where M is the interpolation constant of pumq. The interpolation problem for pu1mq is then
solved by the function f “ řm fm. To this end, we use a general estimate for analytic
function which can be found in [6] or [8]:
|fpzq ´ fpwq|p ď Cρppz, wq
ż
Epw,rq
|fpζq|pp1´ |ζ|2q´2 dApzq (28)
where C “ Cpp, rq ą 0 and r ě 2ρpz, wq. Provided that δ is chosen small enough so that
the hyperbolic disks Epzm, rq are pairwise disjoint, we have:
∥∥v1∥∥q
lp,qpΓq “
ÿ
j
p1´ rjq1`q{p
˜ÿ
k
|f0puj,kq ´ f0pu1j,kq|p
¸q{p
ď
ÿ
j
p1´ rjq1`q{p
¨˚
˝ÿ
k
C1δ
p
ż
Epuj,k,rq
|f0pζq|pp1´ |ζ|2q´2 dApζq‹˛‚
q{p
ď Cq{p1 δq
ÿ
j
p1´ rjq1`q{p
¨˚
˝ÿ
k
ż
Epuj,k,rq
|f0pζq|pp1´ |ζ|2q´2 dApζq‹˛‚
q{p
ď C2δq
ÿ
j
p1´ rjq1`q{p
¨˚
˝ÿ
k
ż
Epuj,k,rq
1
|Epuj,k, rq| |f0pζq|
p dApζq‹˛‚
q{p
The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 8 shows thatż
Epuj,k,rq
1
|Epuj,k, rq| |f0pζq|
p dApζq ď C3pr, βq
ÿ
Qj1,k1XEj,k‰H
1
|Qj1,k1 |
ż
Qj 1,k1
|f |p dA
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where the number of Qj1,k1 X Ej,k ‰ H is at most L` 4. Hence,
∥∥v1∥∥q ď C4δqÿ
j
p1´ rjq1`q{p
˜ÿ
k
1
|Qj,k|
ż
Qj,k
|f |p dA
¸q{p
ď C5δq ‖f0‖q
ď C5δpM q
∥∥v0∥∥q ,
where C5 depends only on p, q, δ and β. Let γ
q “ C5δqM q and choose δ small enough so
that γ ă 1. The same estimate shows that ‖vm`1‖ ď γ‖vm‖ for m “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . This
completes the proof.
We see that interpolation sequences are stable under small perturbations. On the other
hand, a small perturbation can increase the upper uniform density of a sequence. The
following lemma was proved in [2]:
Lemma 13. Let Γ “ pznq be a uniformly discrete sequence in D with ρpzm, znq ą β for
m ‰ n and 0 ă δ ă β ă 1{2. If D`pΓq ă 8, then there is a sequence Γ1 “ pz1nq Ă D with
ρpzn, z1nq ď δ for all n, such that
D`pΓ1q ě p1` δqD`pΓq
Remark 1. Suppose that D`pΓq ď γ for every interpolation sequence Γ for App, qq. Then
by Theorem 12 and Lemma 13, there exists an interpolation sequence Γ1 for App, qq such
that D`pΓ1q ą D`pΓq. Since D`pΓ1q ď γ, we must have D`pΓq ă γ. Thus in order to
prove that D`pΓq ă γ for every interpolation sequence Γ for App, qq, we only need to show
that D`pΓq ď γ for all Γ.
3 Interpolation sequences for mixed-norm spaces
We propose to prove
Theorem 14. A sequence Γ of distinct points in D is a set of interpolation for App, qq if
and only if Γ is uniformly discrete and D`pΓq ă 1{q.
The proof is split into several cases and requires the following inequalities
Lemma 15.
1. For 0 ă p ď 1, ˜ 8ÿ
n“1
|bn|
¸p
ď
8ÿ
n“1
|bn|p (29)
2. For M ą 1, there exists a constant C “ CpMq such that for all 0 ă ρ ă 1
1{C
p1´ ρqM´1 ď
ż pi
´pi
1
|1´ ρeiθ|M dθ ď
C
p1´ ρqM´1 (30)
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3. For ´1 ă a ă B ´ 1, there exists a constant C “ Cpa,Bq such that for all 0 ă ρ ă 1
1{C
p1´ ρqB´a´1 ď
ż 1
0
p1´ rqa
p1´ rρqB dr ď
C
p1´ ρqB´a´1 (31)
4. For ´1 ă a ăM ´ 2, there exists a constant C “ Cpa,Mq such that for all w P D
1{C
p1´ |w|qM´a´2 ď
ż
D
p1´ |z|2qa
|1´ w¯z|M dApzq ď
C
p1´ |w|qM´a´2 (32)
5. Let Γ “ pzkq be a uniformly discrete sequence in D with seperation constant δ “ δpΓq.
Then for 1 ă t ă s, there is a constant C “ Cpt, s, δq ą 0 such that
8ÿ
k“1
p1´ |zk|2qt
|1´ z¯zk|s ď Cp1´ |z|
2qt´s (33)
for all z P D.
Proof. The techniques for the proof can be found in [Lemma 1-3, Chapter 6, [3]].
3.1 Suffiency part of Theorem 14
Suppose Γ ” pzmkq is uniformly discrete and D`pΓq ă 1{q. Then Γ is an interpolation
sequence for A´n where n “ 1{q ´  for some  ą 0. Hence there exists a sequence
pgmkq P A´n such that gmkpzmkq “ p1 ´ |zmk|2q´n, gmkpzm1k1q “ 0 for all pm1, k1q ‰ pm, kq,
‖gmk‖ ďMpΓq for all m and k; where MpΓq is the interpolation constant of Γ for A´n.
The interpolation problem is then solved by the formula
fpzq “
ÿ
m
ÿ
k
amkgmkpzqp1´ |zmk|
2qn`s
p1´ z¯mkzqs (34)
where s is suffiently large.
It is clear that if the series converges point-wise to f then fpzmkq “ amk for all pm, kq.
For each 0 ă R ă 1, we will show that the series converges uniformly on the disk tz : |z| ď
Ru. First, we see that
|gmkpzq|
p1´ z¯mkzqs ď p1´ |z|
2q´n ‖gmkpzq‖A´n p1´Rq´s
ď p1´R2q´np1´Rq´sM “ CpR,MpΓqq.
Thus, it suffices to show thatÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p1´ |zmk|2qn`s ă 8. (35)
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If p ď 1, then ÿ
k
|amk| ď
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸1{p
(36)
and if p ą 1 then, since the number of points zmk in the annulus Am is Op1{p1´ rmqq,
ÿ
k
|amk| ď
ˆ
C
p1´ rmq
˙1{p1 ˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸1{p
(37)
where C depends only on R and the separation constant of Γ. We also have 1 ´ |zmk| «
1´ rm. In either case the series in (35) is bounded by
C
ÿ
m
p1´ rmqn`s´1
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸1{p
. (38)
If q ď 1 this sum is bounded by
C
¨˝ÿ
m
p1´ rmqpn`s´1qq
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p‚˛1{q . (39)
otherwise Ho¨lder’s inequality gives a bound of
C
¨˝ÿ
m
p1´ rmqpn`s´1q
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p‚˛1{q˜ÿ
m
p1´ rmqpn`s´1q
¸1{q1
. (40)
Now note that
ř
mp1´r2mq is finite. Consequently, a straightforward estimation shows that,
for s sufficiently large,ÿ
m
p1´ rmqn`s´1
ÿ
k
|amk| ď C ‖pamkq‖qlp,q ă 8 (41)
where C depends only on R, p, q,MpΓq and the separation constant of Γ. It follows that
the series in (34) converges uniformly to an analytic function f on each compact set of D.
To prove that f belongs in App, qq, we only need to verify that ‖f‖App,qq ă 8. The proof is
split into four cases. The only property of the gmk that we will use is that for all m and k,
|gmkpzq| ďMpΓqp1´ r2q´n. Thus, it suffices to show that
hpzq :“
ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p1´ |z|2q´n p1´ |zmk|
2qn`s
|1´ z¯mkz|s (42)
belongs to Lpp, qq
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Case 1: q{p ď 1, p ą 1.
Let x1, x2, y1, y2 be real numbers (to be specified later) satisfying x1`y1 “ n`s, x2`y2 “ s.
By Holder’s inequality, we have
‖h‖qp,q “
ż 1
0
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p1´ r2q´n p1´ |zmk|
2qn`s
|1´ z¯mkz|s
ffp
dθ
+q{p
2r dr
ď
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk| p1´ |zmk|
2qx1p
|1´ z¯mkz|x2p
ff
ˆ
ˆ
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
p1´ |zmk|2qy1p1
|1´ z¯mkz|y2p1
ffp{p1
dθ
+q{p
2r dr.
Inequality (33) then gives us
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk| p1´ |zmk|
2qx1p
|1´ z¯mkz|x2p
ff
ˆ
ˆ
”
p1´ r2qpy1´y2qp1
ıp{p1
dθ
+q{p
2r dr
“ C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´qpn´y1`y2q
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ |zmk|2qx1p
ż 2pi
0
1
|1´ z¯mkz|x2p dθ
ffq{p
2r dr.
In view of inequality (30), we obtain
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´qpn´y1`y2q
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p p1´ |zmk|
2qx1p
p1´ |zmk|rqx2p´1
ffq{p
2r dr
From inequalities (29) and (23), we have
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´qpn´y1`y2q
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqx1q
p1´ rmrqqx2´q{p
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
2r dr
“ C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqx1q
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´qpn´y1`y2q
p1´ rmrqqx2´q{p 2r dr
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
Finally, inequality (31) implies
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqx1qp1´ r2mq´qpn´y1`y2`x2´x1´1{pq`1
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
“ C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mq1`q{p
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
ă 8.
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To apply the inequalities above, x1, x2, y1, y2 must be chosen such that$’&’%
1 ă y1p1 ă y2p1,
1 ă x2p,
´1 ă ´qpn´ y1 ` y2q ă qx2 ´ q{p´ 1
The following works for  so small such that n`  ă 1{q:$’&’%
y1 “ 1{p1 ` , y2 “ 1{p1 ` 2
x1 “ n` s´ y1, x2 “ s´ y2
s ą 1´ 
We conclude that f P App, qq.
Case 2: q{p ď 1, p ď 1.
From inequality (29), we obtain
‖h‖qp,q “
ż 1
0
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p1´ r2q´n p1´ |zmk|
2qn`s
|1´ z¯mkz|s
ffp
dθ
+q{p
2r dr
ď
ż 1
0
«ż 2pi
0
ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ r2q´np p1´ |zmk|
2qpn`sqp
|1´ z¯mkz|sp dθ
ffq{p
2r dr
“
ż 1
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ r2q´npp1´ |zmk|2qpn`sqp
ż 2pi
0
1
|1´ z¯mkz|sp dθ
ffq{p
2r dr
In light of inequalities (30) and (23), this implies that
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ r2q´npp1´ |zmk|2qpn`sqp 1p1´ |zmk|rqsp´1
ffq{p
2r dr
ď C
ż 1
0
«ÿ
m
p1´ r2q´np p1´ r
2
mqpn`sqp
p1´ rmrqsp´1
ÿ
k
|amk|p
ffq{p
2r dr,
provided s ą 1{p. By inequality (29),
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
ÿ
m
p1´ r2q´nq p1´ r
2
mqpn`sqq
p1´ rmrqsq´q{p
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
2r dr
“ C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqpn`sqq
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
p1´ rmrqsq´q{p2r dr
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
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By inequality (31), if s ą 1{p` 1{q ´ n, we have
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqpn`sqqp1´ r2mq´nq´sq`q{p`1
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
“ C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mq1`q{p
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
ă 8.
Case 3: q{p ą 1, p ą 1.
Let x1, y1, x2, y2 be real numbers such that x1 ` y1 “ n` s, x2 ` y2 “ s and apply Holder’s
inequality to get
‖h‖qp,q “
ż 1
0
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p1´ r2q´n p1´ |zmk|
2qn`s
|1´ z¯mkz|s
ffp
dθ
+q{p
2r dr
ď
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p p1´ |zmk|
2qpx1
|1´ z¯mkz|px2
ff
ˆ
ˆ
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
p1´ |zmk|2qp1y1
|1´ z¯mkz|p1y2
ffp{p1
dθ
+q{p
2r dr
If p1y1 ă p1y2, we can apply inequality (33) to get
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p p1´ |zmk|
2qpx1
|1´ z¯mkz|px2
ff
p1´ r2qpy1´y2qp dθ
+q{p
2r dr
“ C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qpy1´y2´nqq
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ |zmk|2qpx1
ż 2pi
0
1
|1´ z¯mkz|px2 dθ
ffq{p
2r dr
If px2 ą 1, inequality (30) gives us
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qpy1´y2´nqq
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ |zmk|2qpx1 1p1´ |zmk|rqpx2´1
ffq{p
2r dr
Let x3, x4, y3, y4 be real numbers such that x3 ` y3 “ x1, x4 ` y4 “ x2 ´ 1{p. By Holder’s
inequality,
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qpy1´y2´nqq
»–ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqqx3
p1´ rrmqqx4
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{pfiflˆ
ˆ
«ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqpy3pq{pq1
p1´ rrmqpy4pq{pq1
ff q
ppq{pq1
2r dr
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If y3 ă y4, inequality (33) gives us
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qpy1´y2´nqq
»–ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqqx3
p1´ rrmqqx4
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{pfiflˆ
ˆ p1´ r2qqpy3´y4q2r dr
“ C
ÿ
m
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
p1´ r2mqqx3
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qqpy1´y2`y3´y4´nq
p1´ rrmqqx4 2r dr
If ´1 ă qpy1 ´ y2 ` y3 ´ y4 ´ nq ă qx4 ´ 1 then we can apply inequality (31) to get
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ÿ
m
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
p1´ r2mqqx3p1´ r2mqqpy1´y2`y3´y4´x4´nq`1
“ C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mq1`q{p
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
ă 8.
It is easy to see that there exist x1, x2, . . . satisfying the conditions for the inequalities.
Thus f P App, qq.
Case 4: q{p ą 1, p ď 1.
By inequalities (29) and (30), we have
‖h‖qp,q “
ż 1
0
#ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|p1´ r2q´n p1´ |zmk|
2qn`s
|1´ z¯mkz|s
ffp
dθ
+q{p
2r dr
ď
ż 1
0
#ż 2pi
0
ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ r2q´np p1´ |zmk|
2qpn`sqp
|1´ z¯mkz|sp dθ
+q{p
2r dr
“
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ |zmk|2qpn`sqp
ż 2pi
0
1
|1´ z¯mkz|sp dθ
ffq{p
2r dr
ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
«ÿ
m
ÿ
k
|amk|pp1´ |zmk|2qpn`sqp 1p1´ |zmk|rqsp´1
ffq{p
2r dr
Let x1, y1, x2, y2 be real numbers such that x1 ` y1 “ n ` s, x2 ` y2 “ s ´ 1{p and apply
Holder’s inequality to get
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
»–ÿ
m
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p p1´ r2mqqx1
p1´ rrmqqx2
fiflˆ
ˆ
«ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqpy1pq{pq1
p1´ rrmqpy2pq{pq1
ffpq{pq{pq{pq1
2r dr
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Inequalities (33) and (31) then give us
‖h‖qp,q ď C
ż 1
0
p1´ r2q´nq
»–ÿ
m
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p p1´ r2mqqx1
p1´ rrmqqx2
fifl p1´ r2qpy1´y2qq2r dr
“ C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqqx1
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qqpy1´y2´nq
p1´ rrmqqx2 dr
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
ď C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mqqx1p1´ r2mqqpy1´y2´x2´nq`1
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
“ C
ÿ
m
p1´ r2mq1`q{p
˜ÿ
k
|amk|p
¸q{p
ă 8
The last step is choosing x1, x2, y1, y2 for applying the inequalities. Having verified all the
cases, we conclude that f P App, qq.
This completes the proof of the suffiency part of Theorem 14.
3.2 Necessity part of Theorem 14
Suppose Γ is an interpolation sequence for App, qq. Corollary 10 shows that Γ is uniformly
discrete. To prove D`pΓq ď 1{q, we will show that Γ is an interpolation sequence for
either Aq or Apα for all α with p1 ` αq{p ą 1{q. In the latter case, the known results for
the Bergman spaces will imply that the density is less than or equal to 1{q and then strict
equality follows thanks to the stability of interpolation sequences under small perturbations
(see Remark 1).
The interpolation problem is solved by the formula
fpzq “
ÿ
j
ajgjpzqp1´ |zj|
2qn`s
p1´ zz¯jqs (43)
provided the sum converges for the space in question. Here n “ 1{p ` 1{q, and gj are
functions inApp, qq satisfying gjpzjq “ p1´|zj|2q´n, gjpzj1q “ 0 for all j1 ‰ j, and ‖gj‖App,qq ď
M indepent of j. (M is the interpolation constant of App, qq.)
First, we show that for s sufficiently large, the series above converges unifomly on each
compact set of the unit disk to an analytic function f . This is done similarly to the suffiency
case. The proof now is split into four cases. We verify that ‖f‖ is bounded in Aq in the
first two cases and that it is bounded in Apα (when p1` αq{p ą 1{q) in the last two. Since
the case p “ q is known for Bergman spaces, we do not need to include it.
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Case 1: q{p ă 1, q ď 1.
By inequality (29),
‖f‖qAq “
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
j
ajgjpzqp1´ |zj|
2qn`s
p1´ zz¯jqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
q
dθ2r dr
ď
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
ÿ
j
|aj|q|gjpzq|q p1´ |zj|
2qpn`sqq
|1´ zz¯j|sq dθ2r dr
“
ż 1
0
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ |zj|2qpn`sqq
„ż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|q
|1´ zz¯j|sq dθ

2r dr
Apply Holder’s inequality, we have
‖f‖qAq ď
ż 1
0
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ |zj|2qpn`sqq
„ż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|p dθ
q{p
ˆ
ˆ
„ż 2pi
0
1
|1´ zz¯j|sqpp{qq1 dθ
1{pp{qq1
2r dr
If s is sufficiently large, inequality (31) then gives us
‖f‖qAq ď
ż 1
0
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ |zj|2qpn`sqq
„ż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|p dθ
q{p
1
p1´ r|zj|qqps`1{p´1{qq2r dr
“
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ |zj|2qpn`sqq
ż 1
0
1
p1´ r|zj|qqps`1{p´1{qq
„ż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|p dθ
q{p
2r dr
ď C
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ |zj|2qpn`sqq 1p1´ |zj|2qqps`1{p´1{qq
ż 1
0
„ż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|p dθ
q{p
2r dr
ď C
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ |zj|2q2 ‖gj‖qApp,qq
ď C
ÿ
j
p1´ |zj|2q2|aj|q ă 8.
Case 2: q{p ă 1, q ą 1.
Let x1, x2, y1, y2 be real numbers satisfying x1 ` y1 “ n` s, x2 ` y2 “ s. Then by Holder’s
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inequality and inequality (33), we have
‖f‖qAq “
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
j
ajgjpzqp1´ |zj|
2qn`s
p1´ zz¯jqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
q
dθ2r dr
ď C
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
j
|aj|q|gjpzq|q p1´ |zj|
2qqx1
|1´ zz¯j|qx2
ff«ÿ
j
p1´ |zj|2qq1y1
|1´ zz¯j|q1y2
ffq{q1
dθ2r dr
ď C
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
j
|aj|q|gjpzq|q p1´ |zj|
2qqx1
|1´ zz¯j|qx2
ff
p1´ r2qqpy1´y2q dθ2r dr
“ C
ż 1
0
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ r2qqpy1´y2qp1´ |zj|2qqx1
„ż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|q
|1´ zz¯j|qx2 dθ

dr
Holder’s inequality again gives us
‖f‖qAq ď C
ż 1
0
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ r2qqpy1´y2qp1´ |zj|2qqx1
ˆż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|p dθ
˙q{p
ˆ
ˆż 2pi
0
1
|1´ zz¯j|qx2pp{qq1 dθ
˙1{pp{qq1
2r dr
By inequality (30), we have
‖f‖qAq ď C
ż 1
0
ÿ
j
|aj|qp1´ |zj|2qqx1p1´ r2qqpy1´y2q 1p1´ r|zj|qqpx2`1{p´1{qqˆ
ˆ
ˆż 2pi
0
|gjpzq|p dθ
˙q{p
2r dr.
Since x1 ´ x2 ` y1 ´ y2 “ n, if we choose x1 “ 2{q then y1 ´ y2 “ x2 ` 1{p´ 1{q and thus,
p1´ |zj|2qqx1 p1´ r
2qqpy1´y2q
p1´ r|zj|qqpx2`1{p´1{qq ď Cp1´ |zj|
2q2 p1´ r
2qqpy1´y2q
p1´ rqqpy1´y2q ď Cp1´ |zj|
2q2.
It follows that
‖f‖qAq ď C sup
j
!
‖gj‖qp,q
)ÿ
j
p1´ |zj|2q2|aj|q ă 8.
Case 3: q{p ą 1, p ď 1.
Given α with p1` αq{p ą 1{q,
‖f‖p
Apα
“
ż
D
|fpzq|pp1´ |z|2qα dApzq
“
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
k
akgkpzqp1´ |zk|
2qn`s
p1´ zz¯kqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
p1´ r2qα dθ2r dr
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By inequality (29), we have
‖f‖p
Apα
ď
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
ÿ
k
|ak|p|gkpzq|p p1´ |zk|
2qpn`sqp
|1´ zz¯k|sp p1´ r
2qα dθ2r dr
“
ÿ
k
|ak|pp1´ |zk|2qpn`sqp
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qα
„ż 2pi
0
|gkpzq|p
|1´ zz¯k|sp dθ

2r dr
ď
ÿ
k
|ak|pp1´ |zk|2qpn`sqp
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qα
p1´ r|zk|qsp
„ż 2pi
0
|gkpzq|p dθ

2r dr
Holder’s inequality then gives us
‖f‖p
Apα
ď
ÿ
k
|ak|pp1´ |zk|2qpn`sqp
«ż 1
0
ˆż 2pi
0
|gkpzq|p dθ
˙q{p
2r dr
ffp{q
ˆ
ˆ
„ż 1
0
p1´ r2qαpq{pq1
p1´ r|zk|qsppq{pq1 2r dr
1{pq{pq1
From inequality (31), if s is sufficiently large, we get
‖f‖p
Apα
ď C
ÿ
k
|ak|pp1´ |zk|2qpn`sqp ‖gk‖pApp,qq p1´ |zk|2qα´sp`1{pq{pq
1
ď C
ÿ
k
p1´ |zk|2q2`α|ak|p ă 8.
Case 4: q{p ą 1, p ą 1.
The norm of f (if it exists) in the weighted Bergman space Apα is
‖f‖p
Apα
“
ż
D
|fpzq|pp1´ |z|2qα dApzq
“
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qα
ż 2pi
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
k
akgkpzqp1´ |zk|
2qn`s
p1´ zz¯kqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dθ 2r dr
Let x1, y1, x2, y2 be real numbers satisfying x1 ` y1 “ n` s, x2 ` y2 “ s. Then by Holder’s
inequality, we have
‖f‖p
Apα
ď
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qα
ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
k
|ak|p|gkpzq|p p1´ |zk|
2qpx1
|1´ zz¯k|px2
ff
ˆ
ˆ
«ÿ
k
p1´ |zk|2qp1y1
|1´ zz¯k|p1y2
ffp{p1
dθ2r dr
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In light of inequality (33), this implies that
‖f‖p
Apα
ď C
ż 1
0
ż 2pi
0
«ÿ
k
|ak|p|gkpzq|p p1´ |zk|
2qpx1
|1´ zz¯k|px2
ff
p1´ r2qppy1´y2`α{pq dθ2r dr
“ C
ÿ
k
|ak|pp1´ |zk|2qpx1
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qppy1´y2`α{pq
ˆż 2pi
0
|gkpzq|p
|1´ zz¯k|px2 dθ
˙
ď C
ÿ
k
|ak|pp1´ |zk|2qpx1
ż 1
0
p1´ r2qppy1´y2`α{pq
p1´ r|zk|qpx2
ˆż 2pi
0
|gkpzq|p dθ
˙
2r dr
ď C
ÿ
k
|ak|pp1´ |zk|2qpx1
«ż 1
0
ˆż 2pi
0
|gkpzq|p dθ
˙q{p
2r dr
ffp{q
ˆ
ˆ
„ż 1
0
p1´ r2qppy1´y2`α{pqpq{pq1
p1´ r|zk|qpx2pq{pq1 2r dr
1{pq{pq1
Inequality (31) then gives us
‖f‖p
Apα
ď C
ÿ
k
|ak|p ‖gk‖pApp,qq p1´ |zk|2qpx1`ppy1´y2´x2`α{pq`1{pq{pq
1
ď C
ÿ
k
p1´ |zk|2q2`α|ak|p ă 8.
Finally, we choose x1, x2, y2, y2 such that they satisfy the conditions of the inequalities
above.
This completes the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 14.
4 Sampling sequences for mixed-norm spaces
Interpolation problems often go together with sampling problems. For a function space
pA, ‖.‖Aq on Ω, a sequence of distinct points Γ “ pzmq Ă Ω and a sequence space pX, ‖.‖Xq,
Γ is said to be a sampling sequence for pA,Xq if there exist positive constants K1, K2 such
that for all f P A
K1 ‖f‖A ď ‖pfpzmqq‖X ď K2 ‖f‖A (44)
The sampling problem for mixed-norm spaces is to characterize sampling sequences for
the pair pApp, qq, lp,qpΓqq. Our method is based on the paper [10]. There it is shown that
a sequence Γ is sampling for Aq if and only if there exists r ă q such that every limit set
under a sequence of Mo¨bius transformations of Γ is a set of uniqueness for Ar. Thus, the
density condition that is known to be characteristic of sampling in Aq must be equivalent
to this limit condition. We will show the following theorem.
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Theorem 16. The following are equivalent
1. Γ is sampling for App, qq.
2. Γ is sampling for Aq.
3. Γ is sampling for Apα where p1` αq{p “ 1{q.
4. Γ contains a uniformly discrete subsequence Γ1 with D´pΓ1q ą 1{q.
The equivalence of the last three conditions is known work of K. Seip [14] and A. Schuster
[13]. We will prove that the first condition is equivalent to the second when q ă p and to
the third when p ă q.
But to start, we need a mixed norm version of [10, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 17. Let f P App, qq and let r ă minpp, qq and α ą r{q ´ 1. For any z P D we
have.
|fpzq|r ď α ` 1
pi
ż
D
|fpwq|r p1´ |z|
2q2`αp1´ |w|2qα
|1´ w¯z|4`2α dApwq . (45)
Moreover, there is a constant C depending only on p, q and r such that if B “ Bpfq is
the set of points where
|fpzq|r ď 
ż
D
|fpwq|r p1´ |z|
2q2`αp1´ |w|2qα
|1´ w¯z|4`2α dApwq . (46)
(we think of B as the set of ‘bad’ points) then
‖fχB‖Lpp,qq ď C ‖f‖Lpp,qq . (47)
Therefore,  ą 0 may be chosen independent of f so that if G “ DzB is the set of ‘good’
points for f then
‖fχG‖Lpp,qq ě p1{2q ‖f‖Lpp,qq . (48)
Note that the inequality α ą r{q ´ 1 will allow us to take α ď p{q ´ 1 when p ď q and
α ă 0 when q ď p.
Proof. The proof is exactly as in [10], except we need to show that the integral operator T
with kernel
Kαpz, wq “ p1´ |z|
2q2`αp1´ |w|2qα
|1´ w¯z|4`2α “
p1´ r2q2`αp1´ ρ2qα
|1´ rρeipθ´tq|4`2α
(where z “ reiθ and w “ ρeit) is bounded from Lpp{r, q{rq to itself.
This is essentially well-known, but we include a proof for convenience. To simplify the
notation, let us show that this operator is bounded on Lpp, qq, when p ą 1 and q ą 1 and
α ą 1{q ´ 1. Then the proof will apply to Lpp{r, q{rq with α ą r{q ´ 1.
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Given a function gpwq “ gpρeitq P Lpp, qq,
‖Tg‖Lppdθq ď
ż 1
0
‖Kα ˚ g‖Lppdθq 2ρ dρ ď
ż 1
0
‖Kα‖L1pdtq ‖g‖Lppdtq dρ
in which the convolution is taken in the angle variables. We use part 2 of Lemma 15 (with
M “ 4` 2α, which is greater than 1 because α ą ´1) to obtain
‖Kα‖L1pdtq ď C
p1´ r2q2`αp1´ ρ2qα
|1´ rρ|3`2α
Since ‖g‖Lppdtq belongs to Lqp2r drq, it now suffices to show that the function in the in-
equality above defines a bounded integral operator on Lqp2r drq. This is a consequence of
the Schur method (Lemma 18 below) and the inequalitiesż 1
0
p1´ r2q2`αp1´ ρ2qα´q1
|1´ rρ|3`2α 2ρ dρ ď Cp1´ r
2q´q1ż 1
0
p1´ r2q2`α´qp1´ ρ2qα
|1´ rρ|3`2α 2r dr ď Cp1´ ρ
2q´q
(49)
These both follow from part 3 of Lemma 15 if  is chosen so that 2 ` 2α ą α ´ q1 ą ´1
and 2` 2α2` α ´ q ą ´1. If we solve for  and see that we must have simultaneously
´2´ α
q1
ă  ă 1` α
q1
and
´α
q
ă  ă 3` α
q
Such an  exists if we have
max
ˆ´2´ α
q1
,
´α
q
˙
ă min
ˆ
1` α
q1
,
3` α
q
˙
Of the four inequalities that this leads to, two are equivalent to α ą ´3{2 and the others
are respectively equivalent to α ą ´2 ´ 1{q and α ą 1{q ´ 1. All of these follow from the
last, and that was one of the assumptions.
The Schur method for establishing boundedness of integral operators on Lp spaces can
be found in [4]. Here we use the following form:
Lemma 18. Let kpx, yq be a nonnegative measurable kernel on the product space pX ˆ
Y, µ b νq where µ and ν are σ-finite measures. Let q ą 1 and assume there exist real
constants C1 and C2 and positive functions h1pxq and h2pyq such thatż
X
kpx, yqh1pxqq1 dµpxq ď C1h2pyqq1 for all y P Y,ż
Y
kpx, yqh2pyqq dµpxq ď C2h1pxqq for all x P X.
Then the integral operator K defined by Kfpyq “ ş kpx, yqfpxq dµpxq is bounded from
LqpX,µq to LqpY, νq and ‖K‖ ď C1{q11 C1{q2 .
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The equations (49) establish the hypotheses of Lemma 18 for the functions hpzq “
kpzq “ p1´ ρ2q´, thus finishing the proof of Lemma 17.
One half of the sampling requirement for Γ “ tznu is an upper estimate:
}pfpznqq}lp,q ď }f}Lpp,qq, f P App, qq.
A necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the number of points of the sequence in
Qj,k is bounded above independent of j and k. We will say such a sequence has bounded
density and also call it a Carleson sequence. If µ is sum of unit masses at each point of Γ,
then µ satisfies µpQj,kq ď C with C independent of j and k. We will use C for the set of
measures satisfying this inequality for some constant C depending on the measure.
If φ is a Mo¨bius transformation of the disk, write µφ for the measure defined by µφpEq “
µpφ´1pEqq. We say a sequence of measures µn converges weakly to µ if
ş
h dµn Ñ
ş
h dµ for
all continuous h with compact support in D. Let Wµ denote the set of all weak limits of
measures of the form µφn for sequences tφnu of Mo¨bius transformations of D.
The main result of [10] is that a measure µ is sampling for the weighted Bergman space
Apα if and only there exists r ă p such that the support of every measure in Wµ is a set of
uniqueness for Arα. When applied to a sum of point masses on a sequence Γ, this condition
must be equivalent to D´pΓ1q ą p1 ` αq{p for some uniformly discrete subsequence Γ1 of
Γ. In particular, if the lower uniform density of such a Γ1 is greater than 1{q, then Γ is a
sampling sequence for both Aq and App{q´1.
We also need the following lemma from [10] (Lemma 3.7).
Lemma 19. Let 0 ă r ă 8 and α ą 0. Let  ą 0 be given, and define
U “
!
f P Arα : ‖f‖Arα ď 1 and |fp0q| ą 
)
.
Assume that µ P C is such that the support of every measure in Wµ is a set of uniqueness
for Arα. Then there is δ ą 0 such that
ş |f |r p1 ´ |z|2qα`2 dµφ ą δ for all φ P M and all
f P U.
When µ is the sum of unit point masses on Γ “ pznq then this lemma says that if 0 is
one of the ‘good’ points from Lemma 17, that is
|fp0q|r ą ‖f‖Lrα
then there exists a δ ą 0 such that for all Mo¨bius transformations ϕ we have
8ÿ
n“1
|fpϕpznqq|rp1´ |ϕpznq|2qα`2 ą δ ‖f‖rLrα ą δ|fp0q|r
We can now prove the sufficiency of the density condition
Theorem 20. If there exists a uniformly discrete subsequence Γ1 of Γ such that D´pΓ1q ą
1{q then Γ is a sampling sequence for Ap,q.
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Proof. The case p “ q is the known result for Aq and so we divide the proof into two cases,
p ă q and p ą q. We start with the first. Throughout the proof, let α “ p{q ´ 1 so that
α ą ´1 and p1` αq{p “ 1{q. Also let µ “ řznPΓ δzn , the sum of point masses for points in
Γ.
Thus Γ is a sampling sequence for Apα and so the measure µ satisfies the conditions of
[10]. In particular, Lemma 19 holds for this µ. We have seen that this implies if 0 belongs
to the good set G from Lemma 17
|fp0q|r ď C
ż
D
|fpzq|rp1´ |z|2q2` α dµφ
for some r ă p and for for all Mo¨bius transformations φ. As in [10] we can consider
compositions of f with Mo¨bius transformations and conclude that if ζ P G
|fpζq|r ď C
ż
|fpzq|r ˇˇφ1ζpzqˇˇ2`α p1´ |z|2q2`α dµpzq
Expanding the expression
ˇˇ
φ1ζpzq
ˇˇ
, this gives
|fpζq|r ď C
ż
|fpzq|r p1´ |ζ|
2q2`αp1´ |z|2q2`α
|1´ ζ¯z|4`2α dµpzq
Let us use K to represent the operator of integration against
Kpζ, zq “ p1´ |ζ|
2q2`αp1´ |z|2q2`α
|1´ ζ¯z|4`2α dµpzq
We claim that K maps lp{r,q{rpΓq boundedly into Lp,q, viewing a sequence in lp{r,q{rpΓq as a
function fpzq on the measure space pΓ, µq. Then we will have
‖f‖Ap,q “ ‖|f |r‖Lp{r,q{r
ď 2 ‖|f |rχG‖Lp{r,q{r
ď 2CKpp|fpzmq|rqq
ď 2C ‖K‖ ‖p|fpzmq|rq‖lp{r,q{r
“ 2C ‖K‖ ‖pfpzmqq‖lp,q
Thus we will have obtained the sampling inequality and completed the proof of sufficiency.
The proof that K is bounded is almost identical to the proof of the boundedness of
a similarly defined operator in Lemma 17. The difference between the two operators is
that the latter involves integration against dApzq whereas the former replaces this with the
measure p1 ´ |z|2q2 dµpzq. However, because the kernel satisfies Kpζ, zq ă CKpζ, wq for
pairs z, w P Qj,k, with C independent of ζ, pj, kq, Integration with respect to p1´|z|2q2 dµpzq
can be estimated in terms of integration with respect to dApzq because p1´ |z|2q2dµpzq is
a Carleson measure. Details are omitted.
The case q ă p proceeds similarly and is even simpler because we can take α “ 0. What
is important is the the exponent r must be chosen to make both p{r and q{r greater than
1.
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Turning to the necessity we have the following.
Theorem 21. If Γ is a sampling sequence for Ap,q then it contains a uniformly discrete
subsequence Γ1 satisfying D´pΓ1q ą 1{q
I will simply sketch the proof. We need the following variant of Theorem 12:
Lemma 22. For 0 ă p, q ă 8, let Γ “ pumq be a sampling sequence for App, qq and pu1mq
be another sequence in D. There exists δ ą 0 such that if
ρpum, u1mq ă δ for all m
then Γ1 “ pu1mq is also a sampling sequence for App, qq.
The proof is omitted. It is very much the same as that for Theorem 12. A crucial point
of that proof is that the sequence Γ is uniformly discrete. That is stronger than necessary
for this lemma: all that is needed is that the sequence be Carleson.
As a first step toward the proof of necessity, we need the following mixed-norm version
of Theorem 3.9 of [10].
Lemma 23. Let Z be a zero sequence for Ap,q and assume that Z is a Carleson sequence.
Let 0 ă γ ă 1 and suppose there exists another set Z 1 and a one-to-one correspondance
σ : Z Ñ Z 1 such that 1´ |σpaq|2 “ γp1´ |a|2q and ρpa, σpaqq is bounded on Z. Then Z 1 is
a zero set for Ap{γ,q{γ.
The proof of this is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.9 of [10]. Instead of Theo-
rem 3.8 of [10], taken from [9], we can make use of this similar characterization of zero sets
of the mixed-norm space, also from [9]:
Lemma 24. Z is a zero sequence for Ap,q if and only if there exists a harmonic function
h in D such that the function exp rkZpζq ´ hpzqs belongs to Lp,q.
See either [10] or [9] for the definition of kZ .
The next thing we need is the appropriate relationship between mixed norm spaces and
related Bergman spaces.
Lemma 25. If p ă q let α “ p{q ´ 1. Then Apα Ă Ap,q and for all positive λ ă 1,
Ap,q Ă Aλpα .
If q ă p then Ap,q Ă Aq and for all positive λ ă 1, Aq Ă Aλp,λq.
If p ă q we can deduce from this is the following: Γ is a set of uniqueness for Arα, for
some r ă p, if and only if it is a set of uniqueness for Aλp,λq, for some λ ă 1.
If q ă p we can deduce: Γ is a set of uniqueness for Ar, for some r ă q, if and only if it
is a set of uniqueness for Aλp,λq, for some λ ă 1.
The main result of [10] then implies that the density criterion is equivalent to the
following condition: there exist λ ă 1 such that the support of every measure in Wµ is a
set of uniqueness for Aλp,λq. So our proof of necessity requires the following:
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Theorem 26. Suppose for every λ ă 1 there exists a measure in Wµ whose support is a
zero set for Aλp,λq. Then Γ is not a sampling sequence for Ap,q.
Finally, the proof of this theorem is essentially identical to that of the corresponding
result in [10]: Theorem 5.1, (a) ñ (b).
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